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EURYNOME AND EURYCLEIA IN THE ODYSSEY 79
was her necessary and intimate companion, and evidently accompanied the youth-
ful queen when she came as a bride to Ithaca. It is beyond belief that in a palace
with fifty or more women attendants the queen should have had no servant
peculiarly her own, and that she was forced to rely on an old woman who had
belonged to the palace of Laertes years before she herself was born. We are
certain that a father who sent along with his daughter a manservant, Dolius,
sent also the more necessary companion, a companion of her own sex.
JOHN A. SCOTT.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVAKSTON, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
NOTES ON EURIPIDES, RHESVS 252, 340.
IN 252 Mr. Porter excludes a reference to the proverb, but, if so, the introduction
of M.w<av is pointless. ' Where is the ally who . . . ?' we can understand, but
why should the Mysians be singled out ? I am afraid that this path leads nowhere.
On the assumption that a reference to Mvo-wv lo-xarog is intended, the object of my
note was to maintain that TTOTI M W W («rri) means, • he comes from Mysiawho . . .,'
or, in other words, ' he is a rara avis who . . .' No doubt it is a blot that a proverb
should be quoted which in its literal application is out of touch with the dramatic
situation. But lapses of this kind are so common in tragedy (Jebb on Ai. 1112), that
the objection is less serious than it appears at first sight. Proverbs are employed
without a thought of their origin ; and, if the poet forgot that he was straying into
his own century, it is no great wonder. The scholiast notes the anachronism, which
resembles the description in the Hecuba (450) of the Peloponnese as Awpis ata. Now,
this scholium is no Byzantine paraphrase, but a relic of the best Alexandrian
tradition. It is our only external aid towards the elucidation of a perplexity, and
it is hazardous to reject its evidence for other than the most cogent reasons.
In regard to ovvena, I regret that I failed to make myself clear. Those who
agree with Mr. Porter seem to hold that ovvtua, like wra, can mean ' according t o '
[secundum nnntii verba, Vater] as well as ' so far as concerns.' If that is so, of course
ovveKa makes passable sense, but no parallel has yet been produced to justify the
assumption. That is the first point which is at issue. I went on to argue that, if
oiSvtKci is not the equivalent of Kara, the words c 'P^o-os xPrcroT£l'X1/s « T ' " ovvtn' dyyekov
\6yav are meaningless in this context, but that with the substitution of d/mx'/Tos for
XpvtroTtvxqs they would be intelligible. To force xPva'0TevXV's <*v m*° a larger
connotation—that is to say, to make it an expression of blame—seems to me
unnatural. Mr. Porter, who thinks that ' Hector is pleased to be sarcastic,'
apparently accepts xpv<rorivxh's " v a s derogatory in intention. No one can prove that
he is wrong ; but that I am not alone in suspecting a corruption is shown by the list
of conjectures in Wecklein.
A. C. PEARSON.
